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ABSTRACT
Given an image and a natural language query phrase, a grounding
system localizes the mentioned objects in the image according to
the query’s speci�cations. State-of-the-art methods address the
problem by ranking a set of proposal bounding boxes according to
the query’s semantics, which makes them dependent on the per-
formance of proposal generation systems. Besides, query phrases
in one sentence may be semantically related in one sentence and
can provide useful cues to ground objects. We propose a novel
Multimodal Spatial Regression with semantic Context (MSRC) sys-
tem which not only predicts the location of ground truth based
on proposal bounding boxes, but also re�nes prediction results
by penalizing similarities of di�erent queries coming from same
sentences. �e advantages of MSRC are twofold: �rst, it removes
the limitation of performance from proposal generation algorithms
by using a spatial regression network. Second, MSRC not only
encodes the semantics of a query phrase, but also deals with its
relation with other queries in the same sentence (i.e., context) by
a context re�nement network. Experiments show MSRC system
provides a signi�cant improvement in accuracy on two popular
datasets: Flickr30K Entities and Refer-it Game, with 6.64% and 5.28%
increase over the state-of-the-arts respectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A man is playing guitar under a tree.
Query: A man
Context: guitar, a tree

Step 2: Multimodal Spatial Regression
Language input: “A man”
Regress proposals based on query’s 
semantic and visual features

Step 3: Context refinement
Language input: “A man”, “guitar”, “a 
tree”
Refine choice of regression boxes by 
parsing context information

No. 1

No.2

No. 3

No. 1: 0.40
No. 2: 0.55

No. 3: 0.05

No. 1: 0.40
No. 2: 0.55

No. 3: 0.05

Step 1: Proposal generation
Generate a set of proposals (red 
bounding boxes) using a proposal system

Figure 1: Multimodal Spatial Regression with semantic
Context (MSRC) system regresses each proposal based on
query’s semantics and visual features. Besides, MSRC takes
advantage of context cues to �lter out confusing candidates
and re�ne regression results. (Each regression box’s ID cor-
responds to proposal box’s ID, with con�dence on the top-
le� corner.)

Given an image and a natural language query phrase, phrase
grounding a�empts to localize the mentioned objects in the image
according to the query’s speci�cation. It can be utilized in many
daily life applications, such as electronic entertainment, early edu-
cation, security surveillance, etc. Solution to this problem can be
an important building block for image-language related tasks, such
as image captioning [1, 6, 14], visual question answering [2, 3, 7]
and image retrieval [10, 24].

Phrase grounding is a challenging problem in reasoning lan-
guage queries and transferring their semantics to localize object in
visual contents. To address this problem, typically a set of proposal
bounding boxes are �rst generated as candidates by some proposal
generation system. �e main di�culties then lie in how to corre-
late language input and proposals’ features and how to localize
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objects a�er learning such multimodal correlation. State-of-the-art
methods address the �rst di�culty by treating phrase grounding
as a ranking problem, and learn a multimodal subspace where rele-
vance between visual and language inputs are measurable and then
rank proposals according to the relevance of query’s speci�cation.
Among these, Phrase-Region CCA [23] and SCRC [13] models learn
a subspace using Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) and a Re-
current Neural Network (RNN) respectively. GroundeR [27] adopts
an a�ention network, which learns a latent subspace to a�end on
related proposals given di�erent queries via phrase reconstruction.

�ese methods are bounded by two limitations. First, when the
proposal generation system fails to provide good proposals which
overlap the object mentioned by the query with a large region
(Fig. 1), these proposal-based models are unable to localize the cor-
rect object; as a result, there exists a performance upper bound from
proposal generation systems. Second, these grounding systems con-
sider query phrases as unrelated to each other; however, sometimes
di�erent queries for the same image are semantically related. For
example, we observe query phrases for the same images are usually
correlated in same image-related captions in Flickr30K Entities [23]
dataset. Intuitively, given a query phrase, other phrases from the
same sentence, which are the query’s context, can provide useful
cues for grounding the correct objects. As shown in Fig. 1, with
the context “the tree”, the grounding system should be able to infer
the current query “a man” does not refer to the tree object in the
image, even though the proposal of tree also has high con�dence;
and the context “guitar” can provide hints for the system to �nd “a
man” near the object “guitar”.

To address the aforementioned two issues, we propose a Mul-
timodal Spatial Regression with semantic Context (MSRC) deep
network. MSRC system is composed of two parts: a Spatial Re-
gression Network (SRN) and a Context Re�nement Network (CRN).
SRN applies a bi-directional LSTM to encode the query and takes
each proposal’s feature as visual information. It learns to predict
the probability of each proposal being related to query, and re-
gresses each proposal to the mentioned object’s location via a joint
projection in a multimodal subspace. SRN is robust to performance
of proposal generation program, because when proposal does not
overlap much with the mentioned object in the query, SRN can
regress the proposal to best �t the mentioned object. CRN takes
a pair of queries from the same sentence and jointly predicts pro-
posals’ probability of being relevant to each query. Based on the
assumption that di�erent queries in the same sentence refer to
di�erent objects, CRN adopts a joint prediction loss, which penal-
izes the probabilities of confusing proposal candidates. �e �nal
prediction of MSRC is by a late fusion of SRN decision and CRN
decision, which takes advantages of both spatial regression results
and context information.

We evaluate the MSRC system on two popular phrase grounding
datasets: Flickr30K Entities [23] and Refer-it Game [15] datasets.
Flickr30K Entities contains more than 30K images associated with
5 captions for each image. �ere are 244K query phrases referring
to 276K manually annotated bounding boxes of objects in images.
Every query phrase comes from some image related caption. Refer-
it Game has 130K query phrases, referring to 96K objects, which
are annotated for 19K images of natural scenes. We adopt ratio
of phrases which are successfully grounded by MSRC as metric.

Experiments show that MSRC system has more than 6% improve-
ment in Flickr30K Entities and 5% improvement in Refer-it Game
datasets, indicating the e�ectiveness of our approach.

Our contributions are two fold: First, we propose a spatial regres-
sion approach in multimodal space, which relieves performance
limitation from proposal generation systems. Second, we encode
context information with query phrase by adopting a joint predic-
tion loss during training stage, which helps �lter out confusing
candidates during grounding. In the following paper, we �rst dis-
cuss related work in phrase grounding problem in Sec. 2. More
details about MSRC system are presented in Sec. 3. Finally, ex-
periments of MSRC system and related results are provided and
analyzed in Sec. 4.

2 RELATEDWORK
Language grounding. Language grounding is a hot topic in both
computer vision and natural language processing communities. To
parse the semantic information from queries, Krishnamurthy et
al. [19] and Matuszek et al. [21] introduce joint learning models to
parse knowledge in language sentences and apply models on scene
understanding, a�ribute classi�cation and geographical question
answering. Recently, Wang et al. [30] propose a structured system
to match phrase and deal with the “partial match coreference” rela-
tion in queries to boost performance. To correlate visual contents
with language embeddings, Karpathy et al. [17] propose to align
sentence fragments and image regions in a subspace, and replace
the dependency tree with a bi-directional RNN in [1]. Plummer
et al. [23] apply a Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) model to
ground object in images. Based on these methods, Hu et al. [13]
propose a hierarchy of RNNs to retrieve objects given a query.
Rohrbach et al. [27] learn to a�end on mentioned object via phrase
reconstruction in the unsupervised scenario. �ese methods learn
the correlation between language and visual modalities, and are
e�ective when a proposal system generates good candidate propos-
als. However, their performances are dependent on the proposal
system’s upper bound. As a result, these methods are unable to
localize the mentioned object when there are no proposals overlap-
ping much with it.

Spatial regression. Spatial regression is successfully applied
in object detection. Fast R-CNN [8] �rst introduces regression loss
in object detection. Based on this, Ren et al. [26] adopt a Region
Proposal Network (RPN) which further improves the accuracy in
proposal regression. Redmon et al. [25] regress image in grid level
and merge regressed grids using the non-max suppression algo-
rithm, which e�ciently improves the detection speed. Liu et al. [20]
integrate proposal generation in a single network and discretize the
output into a set of bounding boxes with default sizes over di�erent
ratios and scales of feature maps, which further improve the accu-
racy and speed of detection. Inspired by the success of regression in
object detection, MSRC system applies a spatial regression network
in phrase grounding problem, which is robust to di�erent proposal
generation algorithms and improves the performance of grounding.

Semantic context encoding. Context brings useful informa-
tion and is successfully applied in image-sentence referring and
object detection problems. Kantorov et al. [16] propose a Context-
LocNet which encodes region proposals and context around regions
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A woman is cutting a tomato 
with a man in the kitchen.

Visual input: proposal 
bounding boxes

Query	phrase:	“A	woman”

…

RNN

CN
N
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N
N

Multimodal 
feature

FC

confidence

regression 
parameters

Language
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Visual
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Weight 
shared
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Query	phrase:	“A	woman”

Visual input: proposal 
bounding boxes

…

Context	1:	
“a	tomato”

CRN

finetune

Probability

Regression	
parameters

fusion

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: Structure of MSRC system. (a) An example image and query phrases: For query “A woman” (blue text), queries in red
text are considered as its context, which are further utilized by CRN. Input image is represented as a set of proposal bounding
boxes (green), and the ground truth for the query is the red box. (b) Structure of SRN: SRN takes proposals and query phrase as
inputs. Multimodal features are encoded by aMultimodal Neural Network (MNN). SRN predicts each proposal’s probability of
being related to the query as well as regression parameters to localize the mentioned object. (c) Framework of MSRC: A SRN
is �rst trained and utilized to �netune CRN later. CRN re�nes probability predicted by SRN via encoding context information.
(d): Structure of CRN: Each (language, proposal set) pair has a SRN to predict con�dence. All SRNs share weights during
training. We propose a joint prediction loss to encode context information.

using context-aware models, and achieve the state-of-the-art per-
formance on PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset [5]. Nagaraja et al. [22]
introduce a Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) approach to the object
referring problem, which learns to rank query regions among con-
text regions in images to boost performance. Yu et al. [31] jointly
predict all query regions in one image, and encode context infor-
mation by sharing information between CNNs and RNNs, which
achieves the state-of-the-art performance in referring task. MSRC
system is inspired by the success of using context information.
However, it considers language phrases rather than visual contents
as context information, and applies a context re�nement network
on grounding problem.

3 MSRC SYSTEM
Multimodal Spatial Regression with semantic Context (MSRC) sys-
tem contains two parts: a Spatial Regression Network (SRN) and a
Context Re�nement Network (CRN). We �rst introduce the frame-
work of MSRC followed by structures of SRN and CRN. �en we
provide more details about training and grounding of MSRC system.

3.1 Framework
�e visual input of SRN and CRN is a set of N proposal bounding
boxes {ri } generated from an input image I . Each proposal ri is rep-
resented as the visual feature xi ∈ Rdv extracted by a pre-trained
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), where dv is the visual fea-
ture’s dimension. �e language input of SRN is a query phrase q,
while CRN takes q and its context phrases {pqi } parsed from the
same sentence as inputs. We adopt a Bi-directional LSTM [12]
to encode semantics of query q and its context {pqi }, which are
denoted as q ∈ Rdl and pqi ∈ R

dl respectively, where dl is the
language embedding vector’s dimension. In this paper, we select
query phrases from the same image description of query q as its
context phrases {pqi }.

Given {xi } and q, SRN predicts a probability distribution over
the N proposals as well as each proposal’s regression parameters to
infer the location of object mentioned by the query phrase q. �e
objective is de�ned as:

arg min
θs

∑
q

[
Lscls ({xi }, q) + λL

s
reд ({xi }, q)

]
(1)
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where θs is the parameters of SRN. Lscls is a cross entropy function
adopted for multiclass classi�cation task. Lsreд is a regression loss
function, weighted by a hyper parameter λ, whose details are in
Sec. 3.2

To further re�ne the grounding results, we propose a CRN to gen-
erate a more accurate probability distribution over the N proposals
via encoding context information. CRN is based on an assump-
tion: di�erent phrases in one sentence refer to di�erent objects in
one image, which is always true in Flickr30K Entities dataset [23].
Given N proposals’ visual features {xi }, language features of query
q and M context phrases {pqj }, the objective of CRN is de�ned as:

arg min
θc

∑
q

[
Lccls + λL

c
reд + µJ ({xi }, q, {p

q
j })

]
(2)

where θc is the parameters of CRN and µ, λ are hyper parameters.
Lccls and Lcreд are similar to Lscls and Lsreд in Eq. (1). We propose a
novel joint prediction loss function J , penalizing prediction results
which match the semantic of context phrases {pqi }. With this term,
CRN penalizes the probabilities of proposals referred by context
queries in the same sentence.

We �rst train SRN and then �netune CRN based on the trained
weights of SRN. During evaluation, we fuse the predicted prob-
abilities from both SRN and CRN, and regress the proposal with
maximum probability according to the regression parameters pre-
dicted by SRN, with more details in Sec. 3.4.

3.2 Spatial Regression Network (SRN)
As shown in Fig. 2, SRN concatenates language embedding vector
q with each of the proposal’s visual feature xi . It then applies a
network to generate multimodal features {vqi } ∈ R

m for each of
the 〈q, ri 〉 pair in a m-dimensional subspace (We term the network
as MNN). �e multimodal feature vqi is calculated as:

vqi = φ (Wm (q| |xi ) + bm ) (3)

where Wm ∈ R
(dl+dv )×m , bm ∈ Rm are projection parameters

of MNN. φ (.) is a non-linear activation function. “| |” denotes a
concatenation operator. We also replace MNN with a Multimodal
Compact Bilinear Pooling layer in [7] to evaluate performances of
di�erent multimodal features, with more details discussed in Sec. 4.

Given the multimodal feature vqi , SRN predicts a 5D vector
spi ∈ R

5 for each proposal ri via a linear projection (superscript “p”
denotes prediction).

spi =Wsv
q
i + bs (4)

where Ws ∈ R
d×5 and bs ∈ R5 are projection weight and bias

to be optimized. �e �rst element in spi indicates the con�dence
of ri being related to input query q’s semantics. We denote {sp ′i }
as the probability distribution of {ri } a�er we feed {spi [0]} to a
so�max function. During training, we choose the positive label of
proposal as the one which overlaps most with ground truth and
with Intersection of Union (IoU)> 0.5. �us, the classi�cation loss
is calculated as:

Lscls ({xi }, q) = − log(sp ′i∗ [0]) (5)

where i∗ is positive proposal’s index in the proposal set.

�e next four elements of spi record the regression information
based on current location of ri , which are de�ned as:

spi [1] = (xpred − xri )/wri

spi [2] = (ypred − yri )/hri

spi [3] = log(wpred/wri )

spi [4] = log(hpred/hri )

(6)

where [xpred ,ypred ,wpred ,hpred ] are the predicted regressed bound-
ing box’s center x, y coordinates, width and height. Similarly,
[xri ,yri ,wri ,hri ] is the location information of ri .

Each proposal’s ground truth regression data sqi ∈ R
4 is cal-

culated in the same way as Eq.(6), by replacing [xpred ,ypred ,
wpred ,hpred ] with the ground truth bounding box’s location in-
formation. �e regression loss for SRN is:

Lsreд ({xi }, q) =
1

4N

N∑
i=1

3∑
j=0

f
(���s

p
i [j + 1] − sqi [j]���

)
(7)

where f (.) is the smooth L1 loss function: f (x ) = 0.5x2 (x < 1),
and f (x ) = |x | − 0.5(x ≥ 1).

3.3 Context Re�nement Network (CRN)
CRN is built on an assumption: di�erent query phrases in one sen-
tence usually refer to di�erent objects in the same image, which
is common in Flickr30K Entities dataset [23]. Based on this as-
sumption, CRN penalizes prediction results which match context’s
semantics during training. In this way, CRN maximizes probabili-
ties of proposals referred by queries rather than context from same
sentences.

CRN takes proposals’ visual features {xi }, embedding vector
q of query q, and M context phrases’ embedding vectors {pqj } as
inputs. As shown in Fig. 2, for each query or its context phrase,
CRN builds an SRN-like structure to process language embedding
and visual features, which share weights with each other during
training. We denote the output of SRN for pair 〈q, {xi }〉 as {tqi } and
for pair 〈pj , {xi }〉 as {tpji }. Besides, we denote the proposal set Sq
as the proposals which overlap with ground truth with IoU> 0.5.
�e cross-entropy loss and regression loss in Eq. (2) are calculated
in the same way as Eq. (5) and Eq. (7), while the last term in Eq. (2)
is calculated as:

J ({xi }, q, {p
q
j }) = −

M∑
j=1

N∑
i=1

δ (i ∈ Sq ) log(tpj ′i [0]) (8)

where tpj ′i [0] is the so�max normalized probability generated from
{tpji [0]}. δ (.) is an indicator function to judge whether current
label matches query q’s semantic. If yes, then CRN penalizes these
results, because the proposal should belong to context phrase rather
than input query.

3.4 Training & Phrase grounding of MSRC
�e number of context training samples is much smaller than that of
single query phrases. To compensate for this, we �rst train the SRN
using single queries with image proposals, and then we �netune the
CRN by introducing context training samples and initialize CRN
structure by the pre-trained SRN. We use the Adam algorithm [18]
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to optimize the deep learning framework, and adopt the recti�ed
linear unit (ReLU) as the non-linear activation function.

During phrase grounding stage, if an input query q has Tq con-
text phrases in the same sentence, SRN �rst predicts a probability
distribution {Prsrn (i )} over the proposals as well as each proposal’s
regression parameters {Regsrn (i )}. �en CRN receives a triplet
〈q, {ri },p

q
j 〉 successively and predicts a probability distribution over

the proposals {Prcrn (i |p
q
j )}. MSRC system gives the �nal prediction

result as:

Box∗ = Regression(Regsrn (i
∗), ri ),where

i∗ = arg max
i

*.
,
Prsrn (i ) +

τ

Tq

Tq∑
j=1

Prcrn (i |p
q
j )

+/
-

(9)

τ is a hyper parameter. Regression(.) denotes the regression opera-
tion based on the input bounding box and regression parameters.

4 EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate MSRC system on Flickr30K Entities [23] and Refer-it
Game datasets [15] for phrase grounding.

4.1 Datasets
Flickr30K Entities [23] contains 31,783 images, with 29783, 1000,
1000 images for training, validation and testing respectively. Each
image is associated with 5 captions. �ere are 559,767 query phrases
extracted from these captions referring to 276K manually annotated
bounding boxes in images. �e vocabulary size of queries is 17,150.
�e maximum length of query phrases is 19 words.

Refer-it Game [15] contains 19,894 images of natural scenes.
�ere are 96,654 distinct objects in these images. Each of them is
referred to by 1-3 query phrases (130,525 in total). �e vocabulary
size of queries is 8800, and the maximum length of query phrases
is 19 words.

4.2 Experiment Setup
Proposal generation. We choose Selective Search [29] to generate
proposals for Flickr30K Entities and Edge Box [32] to generate
proposals for Refer-it Game, which are the same se�ings as in
GroundeR [27] for fair comparison.

Visual feature extraction. We choose a VGG network [28] pre-
trained on ImageNet [4] to extract each proposal bounding box’s
visual feature, which is denoted as “VGGcls”, for both Flickr30K
Entities and Refer-it Game datasets. Besides, we apply a VGG
network �netuned by Fast-RCNN [8] on PASCAL VOC 2007 [5]
dataset to extract visual features for Flickr30K Entities, which are
denoted as “VGGdet”.

To predict regression parameters, we need to include spatial
information from each proposal. For Flickr30K Entities, we aug-
ment each proposal’s visual feature with its spatial information
[xt l /W ,yt l /H ,xbr /W ,ybr /H ,wh/WH ] de�ned in [31]. We de-
note these augmented features as “VGGcls-SPAT1” and “VGGdet-
SPAT1” for “VGGcls” and “VGGdet” respectively, each being a 4101D
(dv = 4101) vector. For Refer-it Game dataset, we augment each
proposal’s visual feature with its spatial information [xmin ,ymin ,

Approach Accuracy (%)
Compared approaches
SCRC [13] 27.80
Wang et al. [30] 42.08
GroundeR (VGGcls) [27] 41.56
GroundeR (VGGdet) [27] 47.70
MCB [7] 48.69
CCA embedding [23] 50.89
Spatial regression models
MCB+Reg (VGGdet-SPAT1) 51.01
MNN+Reg (VGGcls-SPAT1) 51.18
MNN+Reg (VGGdet-SPAT1) 55.99
Context models
CRN (MNN+Reg(VGGdet-SPAT1)) 56.31
MSRC Full 57.53

Table 1: Di�erent models’ performance on Flickr30K Enti-
ties. CRN is �netuned based on MNN with Regression layer
and take VGGdet-SPAT1 as input visual features

xmax ,ymax ,xcenter ,ycenter ,wbox ,hbox ] de�ned in [13]. We de-
note the augmented visual features as “VGGcls-SPAT2”, which are
4104D (dv = 4104) vectors.

Language encoding. We encode query’s information by a Bi-
directional LSTM [12]. We choose the last hidden state from the
LSTM as output q (dimension dl = 1000), which is same as in [27].

Model initialization. We initialize the convolution layers with
the MSRA method [11] and initialize the fully-connected layers
with the Xavier method [9]. We introduce batch normalization
layers a�er projecting visual features and language features, which
is the same se�ing as in [27]. During training, we set batch size to
be 40, and learning rate to be 0.0005.

Metric. We adopt the accuracy as an evaluation metric, de�ned
to be the ratio of phrases for which the regressed box overlaps with
the ground-truth box by more than 50% IoU.

Compared approaches. We choose GroundeR [27], CCA em-
bedding [23], MCB [7] and the approach proposed by Wang et
al. [30] for comparison, which all achieve state-of-the-art perfor-
mances in image grounding problem. For GroundeR [27], we focus
on its supervised learning scenario, which achieves the best perfor-
mance among di�erent scenarios.

4.3 Performance on Flickr30K Entities
SRN model. During training, we set the Multimodal Neural Net-
work (MNN) output dimension as 128 (m = 128), which is same
as [27]. By using the VGGcls-SPAT1 features, we achieve 51.18%
accuracy. Compared to GroundeR (VGGcls), SRN achieves 9.62% in-
crease in accuracy. Compared to VGGcls, VGGdet focuses on object
detection task, which is more suitable for object localization. By
using the VGGdet feature for each proposal, we further improve
the performance to 55.99%. We also substitute the MNN with a
Multimodal Compact Bilinear pooling (MCB) layer in SRN, which
is the model MCB+Reg in Table 1. Experiment shows MCB+Reg
has 2.32% increase compared to MCB [7] model.
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Phrase Type people clothing body parts animals vehicles instruments scene other
GroundeR (VGGcls) [27] 53.80 34.04 7.27 49.23 58.75 22.84 52.07 24.13
GroundeR (VGGdet) [27] 61.00 38.12 10.33 62.55 68.75 36.42 58.18 29.08
Wang et al. [30] 57.89 34.61 15.87 55.98 52.25 23.46 34.22 26.23
CCA embedding [23] 64.73 46.88 17.21 65.83 68.75 37.65 51.39 31.77
SRN: MCB+Reg (VGGdet-SPAT1) 62.75 43.67 14.91 65.44 65.25 24.74 64.10 34.62
SRN: MNN+Reg (VGGdet-SPAT1) 67.38 47.57 20.11 73.75 72.44 29.34 63.68 37.88
CRN: MNN+Reg (VGGdet-SPAT1) 68.24 47.98 20.11 73.94 73.66 29.34 66.00 38.32
MSRC Full 69.57 48.01 20.11 73.97 75.32 29.34 66.17 39.01

Table 2: Phrase grounding performances in di�erent phrase types de�ned in Flickr30K Entities. Accuracy is in percentage.

Multimodal dimensionm 64 128 256 512 1024
MNN+Reg 51.21 55.99 54.59 55.31 55.97

Table 3: SRN MNN+Reg (VGGdet-SPAT1) model’s perfor-
mance (accuracy in %) under di�erent dimension of multi-
modal subspace (weight of regression loss λ = 1.0).

Regression weight λ 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0 10.0
MNN+Reg 54.04 55.99 55.68 55.32 54.12

Table 4: SRN MNN+Reg (VGGdet-SPAT1) model’s perfor-
mance (accuracy in %) under di�erent weight λ of regression
loss in Eq. 1 (multimodal subspace dimensionm = 128).

We test di�erent output dimensions of MNN, which is discussed
in later section (Table 3). Experiments show that MNN+Reg achieves
the best performance among models taking single query phrase as
language input, with 8.29% improvement compared to GroundeR [27],
and 5.1% to state-of-the-art approach [23].

CRN model. We �netune CRN based on the MNN+Reg SRN,
and take VGGdet-SPAT1 as input. In training and testing stage, we
treat other query phrases from the same caption of the input query
phrase as context. We set the input number of context phrases for
CRN to be 1 (M = 1) and the weight of joint prediction loss µ = 1.0.
�ere is slight improvement (0.32%) increase in accuracy.

MSRC System. For MSRC model’s prediction, we fuse CRN’s
probability as well as SRN’s probability, select the proposal with
maximum probability and then regress the proposal according to
the regression parameters predicted by SRN. We set the weights
τ = 1.0 in Eq. (9). �e MSRC Full model achieves best performance
on Flickr30K Entities (57.53%), with 6.64% increase compared to [23].

Since Flickr30K Entities provides the phrase type for each query,
we further compare the detailed phrase localization results. In
Table 2, we observe similar boosts in performance by adopting
SRN, CRN and fusion by MSRC as in Table 1. However, di�erent
models’ strengths are di�erent. CCA embedding [23] model is
strong in localizing “instruments” while GroundeR [27] is be�er
in localizing “scenes”. By using SRN, we observe that the regres-
sion network achieves increase in accuracy compared to GroundeR
model (VGGdet). Typically, there is a large increase in performance
of localizing “animals” and “body parts” (with increase of 24% and

13% respectively). By using CRN, we observe that the increase in
“scene” is the largest. In the �nal fusion stage, MSRC Full model
achieves more than 6.5%, 5.88%, 2.9% increase in accuracy in all
categories (except “instrument” for CCA embedding [23]) com-
pared to GroundeR [27], Wang et al. [30] and CCA embedding [23]
respectively.

Dimension ofmultimodal subspace in SRN. To �nd the rela-
tion between SRN’s performance and multimodal subspace’s dimen-
sion, we train and test SRN (MNN+Reg) in �ve di�erent multimodal
subspace dimensions, which are m = 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024. �e
performances are recorded in Table 3. From the results, we ob-
serve SRN has lower performance when multimodal subspace has a
smaller dimension, which may be caused by lack of trainable param-
eters to exhibit the model’s expressive power. When multimodal
subspace has larger dimensions, the performance �uctuates in a
small scale, which re�ects that SRN is insensitive to multimodal
subspace’s dimension when m is large.

Weight of regression loss. During training, SRN’s loss in Eq. 1
is classi�cation loss plus a weighted regression loss. We test di�er-
ent weights, with λ = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0 to combine regression loss
with classi�cation loss. �e results are shown in Table 4. From the
results, we observe that the hyper parameter λ does not have a big
in�uence on SRN if Lscls and Lsreд are in the similar range. When λ
is large, SRN loses useful information contained in the classi�ca-
tion part which helps SRN choose a good proposal to regress. �us,
when λ = 10.0, we observe a decrease in performance.

4.4 Performance on Refer-it Game
SRN only. Based on Refer-it Game dataset’s structure, there is no
context information labeled, because there are no image captions
for each image. Hence, we only evaluate SRN’s performance on
Refer-it Game dataset. In testing stage, we choose the proposal
with maximum probability predicted only by SRN. �is is equal to
se�ing τ = 0 in Eq. (9).

Comparison of di�erent approaches on Refer-it Game dataset
is shown in Table 5. From the results, we observe MCB does not
have good performance as MNN. �is is likely due to MCB needs to
maintain a large output dimension to exhibit the model’s expressive
power. Refer-it Game does not have as much data as Flickr30K En-
tities. �us, the training procedure may over�t in early stage. A�er
using regression network, SRN with MCB (MCB+Reg) has compara-
ble performance with GroundeR [27]. By using MNN (MNN+Reg),
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Approach Accuracy (%)
Compared approaches
SCRC [13] 17.93
GroundeR (VGGcls-SPAT2) [27] 26.93
Spatial Regression models
MCB+Reg (VGGcls-SPAT2) 26.54
MNN+Reg (VGGcls-SPAT2) 32.21

Table 5: Di�erent models’ performance on Refer-it Game.
Since there is no context information annotated, we only
evaluate SRN models

Multimodal dimensionm 64 128 256 512
MNN+Reg 30.72 32.21 30.89 31.65

Table 6: SRN MNN+Reg (VGGcls-SPAT2) model’s perfor-
mance (accuracy in %) under di�erent dimension of multi-
modal subspace on Refer-it Game dataset. We �x weight of
regression loss λ = 1.0.

Regression weight λ 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0 10.0
MNN+Reg 31.65 32.21 31.56 31.69 32.04

Table 7: SRN MNN+Reg (VGGcls-SPAT2) model’s perfor-
mance (accuracy in %) under di�erent co-e�cient λ of regres-
sion loss in Eq. 1. We �x multimodal subspace dimension
m = 128.

SRN achieves the highest performance, with 5.28% improvement
compared to the state-of-the-art method.

Dimension ofmultimodal subspace in SRN. Similar to Flick-
r30K Entities, we train and test SRN (MNN+Reg) in four di�erent
multimodal subspace dimensions, which are m = 64, 128, 256, 512.
�e performances are recorded in Table 6. From the results, we ob-
serve SRN has some �uctuation in accuracy. Overall it is insensitive
to multimodal subspace dimension m, which is similar to Table 3.

Weight of regression loss. We test di�erent values of λ in
Eq. (1). �e results are shown in Table 7. From the results, we �nd
that when λ is small, SRN’s performance is low, because classi�-
cation part is mostly involved in training. When λ becomes large,
SRN’s performance �uctuates and achieves the best at λ = 1.0,
which is similar to results in Table 4.

4.5 �alitative results
We visualize some phrase grounding results of Flickr30K Entities
and Refer-it Game datasets (Fig. 3). For Flickr30K Entities, we show
an image and its caption as well as the queries in the caption. For
each query, we visualize the ground truth box, the selected proposal
box by MSRC system and the regressed bounding box based on the
regression parameters predicted by SRN. Since there is no context
information in Refer-it Game, we visualize query and its ground
truth, with selected proposal and regressed box predicted by SRN.

We observe MSRC achieves good performance in grounding
people and clothing, which is consistent with results in Table 2.

However, when the query is not clear with no context information,
MSRC may ground reasonably incorrect objects (Fig. 3).

5 CONCLUSION
We proposed a novel Multimodal Spatial Regression with semantic
Context (MSRC) system, which focuses on phrase grounding prob-
lem. Given a query and query-related context information, MSRC
system applies a Spatial Regression Network (SRN) to predict the
mentioned object’s location based on the proposal bounding box
with the highest probability. Besides, MSRC system applies a Con-
text Re�nement Network (CRN) to re�ne the results by encoding
context information and adopting a novel joint prediction loss dur-
ing training stage. MSRC system not only relieves the performance
limitation brought from proposal generation system, but also takes
advantage of context information to �lter out confusing candi-
dates. MSRC system has a signi�cant improvement in performance
compared to state-of-the-arts, with 6.64% and 5.28% increase in
accuracy on Flickr30K Entities [23] and Refer-it Game [15] datasets
respectively.
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A snowboarder clothed in 
red is in the middle of a 
jump from a snowy hill.

Query 1: A snowboarder Query 3: a snowy hillQuery 2: red

Two people walk down a 
city street that has writing
on it.

Query 1: Two people Query 2: a city street Query 3: writing

An african american woman 
dressed in orange is hitting a 
tennis ball with a racquet.

Query 1: An african
american woman

Query 2: orange Query 3: a racquet

Query 1: tree far left Query 2: tree on the right 
side

Query 1: people Query 2: front window on
the left

Figure 3: Some phrase grounding results generated by MSRC system in Flickr30K and Refer-it Game datasets. We visualize
ground truth bounding box, selected proposal box and regressed bounding box in blue, green and red respectively. First three
rows are phrase grounding results in Flickr30K Entities dataset. First column is input image and query phrases coming from
the same image caption. �e 2nd − 4th columns correspond to di�erent queries and grounding results. Forth row contains
grounding results in Refer-it Game dataset. For di�erent queries, MSRC system is able to localize objects in same images.
However, when query is not clear without further context information, MSRC system may ground wrong objects (image in
row four, column four).
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